Judy Tso, MAA
public speaker coach performer

Presentations:
All presentations feature "lecturettes" and experiential exercises.

Diversity
Transforming Effectiveness Across Cultural Differences
– Deepen your understanding of cultural frameworks
– Learn how your own worldview can interact with the
worldviews of others
– Increase your ability to relate across differences
Communicating Across Cultural Differences
– Increase understanding of your own cultural tendencies
– Learn more about the impact of non-verbal information
– Explore how cultural frameworks effect how we communicate
Dare to Talk: Having Conversations Across Differences
– Learn about the principles behind successful conversations
– Explore practices, tools and techniques
– Increase your probability of having success through practice

Asian American Performance Art
Bobby Pins up Your Nose: AA Women Speak Out About Image
– Get insight into the Asian American Experience
– Be entertained while you learn about cultural differences
– Walk out appreciating yourself just the way you are

Rave Reviews:

Funny, engaging, inspirational and topical. Attendees left with expanded
hearts and minds.
HR, Legg Mason
Your presentation inspired all who attended, watched and listened.
Director, FDIC
Engaging and useful for keeping an open mind and learning more about
others. I was very impressed with Judy's professionalism, as well as her
performance; …the whole package … was great.
Ayana Brown, USDA

To schedule Judy Tso for your next event,

phone (301) 657-2934

email judy@judytso.com

To learn more, visit www.judytso.com

Social Scientist,
Speaker, Coach

Judy Tso, MAA, ACC is one of the leading Social
Scientists offering an array of diversity consulting
services that blends business, anthropology, and
creativity to help individuals and organizations be
more enlightened, productive, and successful. One
of few Asians in her hometown in Kentucky, Judy
has spent a lifetime dedicated to understanding the
challenges that a diverse world presents. She
channels that knowledge into experiential,
entertaining and practical approaches to facilitating
organizational change.
Judy holds a B.S. in Economics from the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania and a
Master’s degree in Applied Anthropology (MAA)
from the University of Maryland, College Park. She
is an accredited coach (International Coaches
Federation) and has been trained by both the
Coaches Training Institute and the Center for Right
Relationship.
She is a member of the National Speakers
Association and a former Executive Board member
of the American Anthropological Association. Tso
has appeared in the New York Times, the Mercury
News, on television on Boston's Asian Focus and
has been a guest of Voice of America's Youth &
Campus show. She has written for such
publications as the Design Management Journal,
Women's Business Boston, and Practicing
Anthropology.
Clients Include:
Include:
Blacks in Government
Boston College
Columbus Coalition
Emerson College
FAPAC
FDIC
FEW
Gillette
Industrial Designers Society of America
JPMorgan Chase
Legg Mason
Mass Audubon
Mass Council on Compulsive Gambling
NAAAP
Phillips Academy Andover
Pratt Institute
Texas Adult Protective Services
UMASS Lowell
USDA

